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Opening the season 
Mark Deglomine successfully slides 
to third base 
-see Sports 
Kevin MasonJFuture 




Governor reveals support of higher tuition 
by Mijce Griffin students from freshman to graduate levels. 
Future staff 
"If Governor Bob Graham has his way, the UCF 
student will suffer a tuition ·increase of up to $145 a 
year," said UCF Student Body President James 
Blount. 
Under Graham's program the average yearly tui-
tion for a full-time student in the lower level courses 
will increase $82 next year. In the 1982-83 school 
year the tuition will increase another $98. This would 
bring tuition costs to $855 per year by 1983. 
Tuition for upper ·level students -will increase. by 
$95 next year, and by $115 the following year. This 
would mean that under Graham's proposal, the 
students at the junior and senior levels will pay $952 
Blount met with Graham in Tallahassee on Mon-
day as president of the Florida Student Association. 
The FSA consists of th~ sfudent body presidents from 
all nine state universities. · 
· a year. 
Blount said that the graduate student would suffer 
most under the govemor's budget plan. According to 
Blount, next ye~r the graduate's tuition will be in-
_creased by $146 and by another $145 in 1983. 
''Graham called the meeting for the purpose of 
revealing his budget proposals concerning the univer-
~ity system, and aske~ for our support," Blm~nt said" 
Blount stated that 'after hearing Graham's pro-
posals the FSA "voted unanimously to oppose them." 
"Graham can expect no support from the FSA." 
Blount said. "We students must band together to fight 
According to Blount, Graham's proposal c_alls for 
an acro~s-the-board tu~tion increase, affecting all 
this.'' -
"The education budget has been cut on the national 
·Six community colleges 
protest .enrollment cap 
by Mary Wilson 
Manaslns edttor 
Six college presidents are filing a 
COTflplaint against UCF, accusing 
President Trevor Colbourn of unfair 
and i_llegal discrimination . against 
community college graduates. . 
The presidents of Brevard, Daytona 
Beach, Lake Sumter · Polk -
S~minole~ --- - . and Vaiencia com~ -
.munity colleges are seeking a reversal · 
·Of Colbourn's decision to accept no 
more Spring applica·nts. 
Attorney Dana Fogle said in a . 
Tuesday press conference that 
Col b0urn 's decision violated 
provisions of the State Board of 
Education's Articulation Agreement. 
Fogle said the 1971 agreement, 
guarantees quabfied A.A. degree 
students "absolute transfer ability into 
the four year institution of his choice." 
On Jan. 13, Colbourn announced 
. that no more applications would be 
accepted for UCF's Spring quarter. As 
a result, an estimated 500 qualified 
students were denied admission, 450' of 
·whom we.re community college 
graduates . . 
Valencia Community College presi.: 
d.ent James Gollatschek explained-that 
Colbou.rn's decision denies transfer 
students the fair consideration which 
· Enrollment, page 3 
More po_werful WUCF-FM 
to off er new programming 
by Dana Treen 
Aaaoclate editor 
To attract a larger audience when 
WUCF-FM increases its power .from 
10 to 8,000 watts, the ·campus radio 
station will change its programming to 
emphasize "soft rock," jazz and 
classical music. · 
Board of Directors. 
The Board of Directors includes four 
students, two faculty members, one 
career service person, one ad-
ministrator and . four community 
representatives. 
level by President Reagan, and again on the state· 
level by the senate," Blount stated. "The students can-
not afford to suffer any more increases." 
According to Blount, the failure by Graham to ob-
tain the FSA's support has already hurt the proposal. 
"We );iaye a very good chance of beating the proposal 
in the Senate if we mobilize now," Blount stated. 
Blount plans to fight the proposal by obtaining 
statewide support through the FSA. "First we must 
institute a massive campaign to inform the students. 
This proposal will affect every student at ~very· level 
of every university in Florida. 
"We must insititute letter writing drives and peti-
tions that can· be forwarded both to the Board of 
Regents and the Senate. · 
"Finally we must gain as much media attention as 
possible," Bloun't stated. · 
Tuition, page 2 
· The bbost in power will mean that 
the station will reach all of Orange 
County with a strong signal, and as far 
as Melbourne with a weak signal. . 
The cha~ge in format, which will 
not come until the station moves .into 
its new quarters in the libr~y base-
ment in mid-February, was discussed 
in the first meeting of the WUCF-FM 
Trevor Cplbourn, president of UCF, 
said at the meeting, programming 
should reflect the character of the 
university and should not compete 
with other area radio stations. 
Student body vice-president Marcos 
Marchena, a member of the board's. ex-
ecutive committee SRid the decision 
was made to change from the present 
album-oriented rock to a format of 
Focus on Photography 
by Rodney M. DavlslUCF Art Ma)or 
WUCF-FM, page 6 
A woman peering from within palm fronds js the winning shot 
in this year's Focus on Photography contest. See page 10 .. 
Page2 . ~~t"t!re-February 20. 1981 
Speaker criticizes values of American blacks 
by Mik.e Griffin . 
Future etaff 
Civil rights activist Dick Gregory 
says the American black has his own 
~arped priority list to blame for racial 
discrimination. 
A civil rights activist with a diverse 
background as an author, comedian 
and lecturer, Gregory first came to th~ 
attention of the public as a comedian 
jn the mid-sixties. He now spends most 
of his time on the lecture circuit 
visit.ing more than 200 college cam-
puses a year. 
Gregory said, "If you look in the 
average black American home you'll change before our situation's going to 
find the latest soul L.P. but you won't change," Gregory said. 
find an NAACP badge. However, he quickly pointed out 
"But if black fol~ get into trouble that much of the problem still lies in 
they don't call the Jackson Five, they · white racism. 
scream for all the NAACP representa- "What we have is a handful of 
tion they can get. greedy old white men playing the 
"It goes further than just member- blacks against the whites and profiting 
ship in black organizations," Gregory from it. 
said. "If you look in the November '80 "The black man has got to realize 
issue of 'Ebony' magazine on page 144 that all whites are not evil. All whites, 
you'll find a survey that asked blacks even most whites, are not out to sub-
to name the 20 most respected blacks jugate the blacks. It is those few, the 
in America. Of those 20 names, 14 are powerful elite that control th.is coun-
athletes or entertainers. try, that cause racism. · 
"Mariy prestigious civil rights .ac- "The funny part of this is that the 
tivists, such as Vernon. Jordan, were whites don't even know it. These peo-
left off the list. Our priorities need to ple have the American society duped 
into believing what they want to to 
STUDENT 
CRUISE 
believe," he sa~d. 
Accor.ding to Gregory, Ronald 
·Reagan's becoming president does not 
signal a eonserv.ative trend. 
"How can anyone call his victory a 
lan~lide?" Gregory asked. "Only 26 
percent of the population even cared 
enough to 'Vo~e. and those people just 
chose the lesser of two filthy tramps. 
July 5, 1981-July 12, 1981 
"People say Reagan will hurt the 
black folk. Let me tell you something. 
If Reagan cuts food stamps out com-
ple~ely he's not hurting the blacks. 
Who do you think gets those stamps 
that blacks use for food? White 
businessmen, that's who. 
Among Gregory's recent activities 
was a 41/2 month stay in Iran last year. 
In fact, Gregory was the first outsider 
to meet with the Ayatollah Khomeini 
after the leader was hospitalized for his 
much publicized heart condition. 
"I went to Iran to fast and pray for a 
peaceful settlement to the hostage 
crisis. I feel that the hostages owe their 
freedom not to any political move, but 
rather to a spiritual one by God~" 
Gregory said. 
While in Iran, Gregory gained access 
to several classified American 
documents which he mentioned in his 
speech. 
"It is amazing how su rpdsed the 
Carter administration · was in 
November '79 when the embassy was 
taken, especially when I have a memo 
· from the embassy dated Atigust '79, 
stating specifically that th~ compound 
was in dire distress." 
Visiting Nassau, San Juan, and St. Croix 
Rate: $475.00 per perso.n based on four to a 
cabin. Price includes ro~ndtrip chartered 
bus with ·open bar, accommodations on.: 
boarcJ·the·Mardi Gras, all taxes, all tips, all 
meals - at least 5 a day, ·all entertainment 
onboard, open bar private cocktail party 
9nboard_!~e ship. Also full casino onboard,. 
Tuition ---------from page 1 . 
Make reseniations now. Space is limited! 




ALL U.C.F. STUDENTS 
IF YOU HAVE 
NO REGARD· . 
FOR: 
A. YOUR BODY 
B. SCHOOL 
C. OR ANYTHING ELSE 
COME TO THE 
IST ANNUAL 
SAE 
NO REGARD PARTY 
FOR " 
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY 
LIVE MUSIC BY: 
TRANSATLANTIQUE 
MARC·H 13 LAKE CLAIRE· 
To achieve this large press exposure 
Blount has proposed that a pre-ss con-
ference and rally be held at UCF on 
March 3. All classes would be suspend-
ed from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. so that all 
students will be able to attend and par-
ticipate. 
"Graham's support in the Senate is 
shaky a.t best, and I don't believe he 
can expect much help from the BOR on 
this. If we organize and f ght this we 
will not be paying these exorbitant tui-
tions next year," Blount predicted. 
Blount said the proposal will be con-
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·Blount opposes senate rejection of committee appointee 
by Dennis Long 
Futuresb~ 
Student body President James Blount will reappoint student senator Eileen 
Samelson to the Activities and Service Fee Committee, even though she was denied 
a committee seat by the Student Senate February 10. 
Samelson was recommended for confirmation by the Elections and Appoint-
ments Committee on February 9. The vote was seven in favor, one opposed and 
one abstention. 
~amelson was then confirmed by the full senate in a show-of-hands vote with 32 
in favor and four opposed: . 
However, later in the meeting, Sen. George Chandler reque~ted a secret ballot on 
Samelson's appointment co.nfirmation. 
"Secret ballot is a privileged motion," Chandler explained. "It cannot be denied 
even if only one senator wants one." 
In the secret ballot, the vote was 19 in favor and 17 opposed. 
· Between the two confirmation votes on Samelson's appointment, there was no 
debate on her qualifications to be an ASF committee member. 
Blount said he was very ·surprised by the large number of senators who switched 
their votes. He knew of no reasons why the senate decided not to confirm 
Samelson, he said. 
Blount said he will announce his decision to reappoint Samelson at Tuesday's 
Student Senate meeting. He added he wants to solve the dissension over Samel~on's 
appointment by talking to those senatbrs opposed to her confirmation and lobby-
. ing for their support. ASF seat, page~~ 
Enrollmen.t-. -------------------------1ro~_ page · 1 
the Articulation Agreement protects. 
Whtle presently enrolled UCF 
sophomores are accepted into upper 
division' status, A.A. degree students 
are turned away. 
The written complaint asserts "these 
·native students (UCF juniors) continue 
their utilization of the state university 
system to the exclusion of all communi-
ty college graduates, even though such 
gradua.tes possess earned A.A. degrees, 
and legally are as qualified as the 
D:ni~ersity's native students." .. . _ 
Colbourn, presently on vacation, has 
argued that he froze applications to 
remain within enrollment limits 
agreed upon between the. university 
and the Board of Reg'ents. He said the 
agreement held the enrollment .of full-
time students to a four-quarter average 
if 7,660 for the 1980-81 school year. 
According to Dr. Leslie · Ellis, vice 
president of Academic. Affairs, UCF 
had · to commit itself to the specific 
limit. in order to gain emergency fun-
ding of $250,000 granted by the BOR 
to handle unanticipated enrollment. The compla.int also challenges 
Colbourn's authority· to unilaterally 
close admittance to qualified applican-
ts. It states "no university president 
has the authoriry under Florida law to 
unilaterally abrogate . the agreement, 
thereby disrupting the educatic.m and 
lives of large ·numbers of community 
college ,students, especially when such 
action does not treat equitably the 
native rising junior and the com-
munity col.lege graduate.'' 
UCF has enrolled 14 percent more 
students than it is funded for, twice the 
"enrollment overload ·of the nearest 
university," Ellis said. He added that 
UCF's 18 to one student/teacher ratio 
is the state's worst. 
"We've gone ~hove and beyond any 
other university in the system by far,''. 
Ellis said. ,, 
Valencia student Peter McCartt, an 
A.A. student who had planned to study 
accounting at UCF this spring, 
described himself as having "virtually 
Communit)r college presidents are 
urging Colbourn to admit all qualified 
applicants despite UCF's funding pro-
blems. 
· no options left" after Colbourn's an-
nouncement. McCartt is a 35-year-old 
student with 2 children and a local job 
that require~ he remain in the area. 
A press conference memo states "last 
year five of the nine universities in the 
State lJ niversity System, the Univerisi-
ty of Central Florida included, served 
more students than ~ they were funded 
for. Fourteen of the 28 community col-
GRADUATING SENIORS/JUNIORS 
NA VY OFFICER 
Positions A v.ailable 
NUCLEAR PO.WER PROGRAM: 
Engineering and Science majors preferred, 1 year post-
graduate education guaranteed, salary to $30,000 after four 
years of experience. Special NUCLEAR POWER 
SCHOLARSHIP available to Juniors/Seniors. 
AVIATION PROGRAM: 
Pilot · and Naval Flight Offer Positions. Technical majors 
prefered. Must be in excellent ~ealth. Salary to $25,000 after 
four years of experience. · 
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS: 
All majors considered, management 9f personnel in a ship-
board environment, salary to $22,000 after four years . ex-
perience. 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: 
Business, Finance and management majors preferred, six 
month postgraduate education guaranteed, ·salary to 
$22,000 after four years of experience. 
· SUBMARINE STRATEGIC WEAPONS: 
All majors considered, technical preffered. Must be in ex-
cellent physical condition. Salary to $24,000 after four years 
experience. Challenging nuclear sub duty. 
Computer experience beneficial. 
BENEFITS INCLUDE: 
30 days paid vacation per year 
Free me41ical and dental care 
Excellent retirement program 
Valuable experience for future career planning 
An officer's commission.in the United States Navy 
FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE: 
NA VY OFFICER PROGRAMS 
3974 WOODCOCK DR. 
JACKSONVILLE, FL. 32207 
OR CALL COLLECT (904) 399-3840 
THE NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM WILL BE AT . 
THE ENGINEERING BUILDING FEBRUARY 25, 26, & 27 
TO ANSWER QUESTIONS AND TO ADMINISTER THE 




leges also exceeded the number of mittee, an advisory body to fhe BOR. If 
students fo~ which they were funded. Colbourn does not reverse his decision, 
"We accepted the students .because the college presidents indicated in a 
they were ready to enter college . and press memo they would .Petition- the 
they had no alternative. We attempted .BOR to order UCF to accept communi-
to meet their educational need while ty college students immediately. . 
we explained to the , legislature our Ellis safd that when doors were clos-
need for additional funds." r j · ed to Spring applicants .. we called the • 
The community colleges are taking chairman of the BOR and the 
their complaint to a special session of chancellor, an~ they agree~ it was ap-




- THE I 
ORIGINAL FISH J 
. CLAMS 1 
l(tJl'y/61llf I 
. t.\_,,. . FRIED CHICl(E'I ! 
t,,'j.'!ll . $1.89 I 
3-PIECE DINNER 
i PIECES/CHICKEN COLE SLAW 
MASHED POTATOES/GRAW. 
With This Coupon 
Good Feb. 20-Feb. 27 
2415ALOMAAVE.· &:71-1861 
1 





We have immediate openings. 
for engineering 'personnel in 
the following areas: Distri-
bution, Construction, Commu-
nications, Energy Services, 
System Operation/Protection, 
Design and Nuclear/Fossil 
Generation. 
BS Degree in Electrical or 
Mechanica·I Engineering 
Required. 
These positions are located 
throughout the State. of 
Alabama. Salariesarecommen-
surrate with education and 
experience, with excellent 
fringe benefits. 
We will be on your campus on 
March 11, ·1981 . 
Please stop by your placement 
office to make arrangements 
to interview with our company. 
Alabama Power Company 
P. 0. Box 2641 
Birrriingham, Alabama 35'291 
(205) 250-1000 
;\lalx.1111a Po\\'rr .\ · 
Affirmative Action/Equal OP.portuliity Employer 
Page4 
. Job Mart 
The UCF chapter of the Society of 
Professfonal Journalists will hold its 
annual Job Mart at 7 p.m. Wednesday 
_ in HFA 126: Local media employers 
will explain how to get jobs in the 
communications industry. Speakers 
include: Steve Vaughn, . Sentinel Star; 
Steve Hoiman, Channel 2; Mark Sim-
pson, Y--106; and Flora Pinder fr.om 
the UCF placement center. For infor-
mation call Deborah Deal at 862-
8947. 
Fund· available 
Sttldent Government has a $4,000 
fund to bl used for registered clubs and 
organizations on campus. Any group 
interested in receiving up to $250 must 
fill out a request form in the SC office. 
F_?r further i~fo~ma.tion, call X-219 i 
Underwater school 
East. Carolina University and ·the 
Underwater Archaeology Branch of 
the North Carolina Division of Ar-· 
chives and History will conduct a field 
course in underwater archaeology 




Roommate wanted to share inodern brand new 3-
bdrm. 2-bath house. All appl. incl. washer & dryer. 
Fully furn. $135/mo. & YJ util. Call Anne X2216 at 
. 10 AM or at 275-6272. 
~ Female staff member ,.o.uld like to rent bedr~om, 
full bath to female staff or faculty in Winter Park. 
· $137 .50 & Yi util. Call Jean 671-6510 after 6 PM. 
Roommate to share house near UCF with working 
girl. Own room & bath, laundry facilities. $160 & 
··Yi power. 275-3848 eves/weekends. 638-0940 
days • leave mes~ge. 
Roommate winted for 4-bdrm. executive home in 
Spring Valley with pool. $200/mo. util. included. 
Call Linda at 862-7513 in Alt. Sprgs. 
Responsible female roommate to share 2-br., l 
bath house • downtown area. $125 & Yz util. Call 
after 9 & weekends, 898-2789. 




from May 19 to June 25 in New Bern: 
N.C. 
The six-week course will include ef-
forts to locate and asses~ shipwrecks in 
the Neuse and Trent Rivers. Tuition is 
$673 for out-of-state students. Students 
who complete the course will receive 
six hours of undergraduate or graduate 
credit. 
Students in the fields of history, ar-
. chaeology or. anthropology wh~ are 
certified divers are asked to apply by 
contacting Dr. William Still, History 
Department, East Carolina University, 
Greenville, NC,27834. 
Podia~ry scho.ol 
The admissions director of the 
University. of Pennsylvania Podiatry 
School will speak to the Pre-
professional Medical Society at noon 
on Tuesday fo ENGR 360. The speaker 
will talk about ·admission to the 
Podiatry· School. For information call 
X-2806. . 
So W"t~'T KlNO o~ 
cu1-1NMt."'/ f>Mi~\C\\F 




Hai..Stylist wanted, Aristocrat Hair ·Designers. 
University Square Shopping Center, phone 671· 
HAIR or 339-0265 . 
MONEY 
Work 5-10 hours per week on your own time ear-
ning good money with Forever Living Products. 
Call 894-6202, ask for Dan or Tom. 
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/yr. round. Europe. S. 
Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500 • 
$1,200/mo. Sightseeing. Free infOr . write IJC, 
Box 52-FL4, Corona del Mar, CA 92625. 
Grant given 
ABC Leisure Attractions, Inc., a sub-
sidiary of the American Broadcasting . 
. Company, has contributed $3,000 to 
the Dick Pope Sr. Institute for Tourism 
Studies at UCF. The purpose of the 
grant is to encourage the development 
of professional training programs for 
Florida's visitor industry. 
Navy band· 
, The Sunshine Statesmen, an 18-piece 
. U.S. Navy stage hand, will perform at 
noon Wednesday on the ·student Cen-
ter Gree11 to kick off a visit by the 
Navy's Officer Progrnm Information 
Team, which will visit the campus 
Wednesday through Friday. 
The team's · purpose is to contact 
students interested in joining the Navy. 
For information call Bob Forbes at 
646-4454. -
Course offered 
A Real Estate II (broker) course will 
be offered by the UCF Real Estate In-
stitute, at the South Orlando Resident 
Center from Feb. 26 to March 12. 
by Dave Mitchell 
typists 
.- .. - - - - I 
EXPERT TYPING: 22 yrs exp. Full time. Term 
Classes will be held from 6 to l 0 p.m . 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays 'and 9. a.ln . 
to 5 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays. 
Tuition is $120, including books. For 
information call the Institute at X-
2126 . 
Mardi Gras 
UCF students, faculty, staff with an 
l.D. card will be admitted free to Sea 
World's Florida Festival Mardi Gras 
celebration, Feb. 27 from 6 p.rri. to l 
a.m. Guests are encouraged to wear 
costumes and pa[ticipate in the 
parades . 
Tax help offered 
The Beta Alpha Psi accounting 
fraternity will help persons prepare tax · 
forms 1040 or 1040A. · · 
The service is free and available at 
, the second-floor information booth in 
the Administration Building from LO 
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Wed-
nesday, and Friday. 
Awareness Week 
Dr. Judy Resnick, an astronaut, will 
highlight the opening day of 
"Women's Awareness Week", which 
starts Monday and will include 
sem in ars , ranging from career 
management to stress to investment. 
Resnick will discuss science careers 
for women. 
' . 
The week is designed to increasr 
women's awareness of personal goals 
and career objectives. For information 
call .Anne Broughton at X-2824. 
The Reformed 
Episcopal Church 
Sunday · 10 a.m. 
Rev. Wm. Jennings 
898-2946 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction 
1 
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. 
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386. · 
Woolco I L 
Plaza~ 
Howell Branch en 
I 
TYPING! Quality thesis, term papers, resumes & 1 
letters. Paper supplied; editing if needed. IBM 
Selectric 11.1 mile from campus. Marti, 365-6874, 
UCF 2811. 
Accurate typing · 1st class work. Thesis, reports, 
resumes, etc. Paper provided. Reasonable rates. 
Call Tracey, 645-1658 after 6 PM. 
San Jose Apts. 111 """ 
Winter Woods ~ 
...,,_ Good· I ~ 
year .~ 
Typing specialist for students & professors. IBM 
Housecleaners needed, flexible hours. $3.50 to : & Turabian style. Nancy. 851-4489. 
$4.00/hr. to start. 671-7463. Leave name & no. 





TACO VIVA'S "with answerin; ~ervice. _ A typed paper is not the same thing as a PAPER ••--. ·----------"'-!!1----- ·TYPED WELL. Get the be~efit of 15 years ex-. person~ perien~e including knowledge of formats of most 
BusMan · How do you expect us to ride a bus that 
1
1
rl ... - -""-o:--~~~'=""-~~ ..!!!!'!!!11!~~· ....... ~=ii!!!!!!!l .• !!t. ·has no driver??? 
·-for Sale Al, 
~Female to shari mobile home, 2-bdrm:, in the 
country. $27.50/wk. & Yz gas. Pets OK. Call Joann 
Harrington, 568-~339, after 8 PM. state universities and assurance of accuracy with 
an IBM Correcting Selectric. Please call Susie 
647-4451after2. 




1976 Capri II.AM/FM stereo, 4 spd., 30 MPG, runs 
good/looks good. Call 656-727 4 after 6 PM. 
Economical transportation with auto-air. 
Either car for $3200. ' 
77 Rabbit, 2 dr.,AM-FM, 57,000 miles. 
76 Audi Wagon, AM-FM-cassette, 62,000 miles 
Local dealer serving the university. 
Call either 365-5606 or 365-5318. 
1974'legi station wagon, good mechanical cond., 
AIC, PIS. $3"!5. Call Mike, 275-4563. 
Even when you're far away, 
I still think of you every day, 





Professional typing, 10 yrs. exp. Term papers, ' 
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 671· · ' 
6098.' 
I can't write it for you, but I sure can type it. Leigh 
Taylor-Adams Secretarial (904) 788-4708. 
Studen~ r~tes. Pick-up & delivery. 
..Typing service available, 11 years experience,· 
close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257. 
· NEED TYPING DONE? i have very reasonable rates, 




WHEN YOU SAY TACO, SAY VIVA 
•••I ELCOUPON I••• • • 
65 Dodge Dart, mags, 8-track, must sell. $550. · ,..,,_;.-----.----..,,,,,!'If'---~:-~:-:-:~---:-=-~_.""'!.~. ----1..:-.-_ ----1 
Ca11James365-3928or365-7631. _ -- . Se __ ·-rviCeS·- . 
• 3 BEEF TACOS • . . "~ . 
VW Rabbit, 1975, air conditioning. Inform:: tlf. · 
677-4011. PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE ABORTION SERVICES, .birth control .information, 
· Let's face it • we all need a professional resume pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low 
• for future employment after graduation. Our ser- cost, confidential services. JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS 
Available through gov. agencies, many sell for un-
. der $200. Call'602-941-8041 ext. 8587 for your 
directory on how to purchase. 
. vice will compose, edit & type your resume · Cedntral Florida Women's 
:professionally. Printing can also be done at extra Health Organization 
:cost. Will meet with you · oh campus. Call 609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
Personal license plates, beautiful script name, 
nickname, CB handle. Won't break, won't rust. 
,$10. 275-3155. Professional. 
·Professional Resumes, 331-7282 after 6 PM. 898-0921 
Gay Social Services of Central Florida oh.:ring · 
~ legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line 
with trained members & special activities. For in· 
•~.-.~=~---~~.......-:--.,r---.....---,..':I' formation call 843-2750. for rent ABORTION SERVICES,' FREE PREGNANCY TEST, 
,LOW COST BIR'fH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden-
' ·1-BR. Furn. Apt. on lake .~ $250/mo. 10 .min. tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 
from UCF. Call Richard ~es at 849-0020 or 8~ 'N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours 
5679. : a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517. 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
Pregnant?Need help? 841~2223 
Free Pap smear and breast exam 
Call for appoin~ment • Counseling for men 
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. 
• 
PLUS TAX • 
• EXPIRES: 316/81 • •••I B.COUPON I••• 
I .ONE BEEF BURRITO • · 
I & REG. SOFT DRINK. 
• $1.00 • 
• PLUS TAX • 
8 EXPIRES: 3/6/81 8 
••••••••••• 
"THE LATE NIGHT SPOT" 
IN WINTER PARK MALL 
OPEN NIGHTLY 'TILL 11 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 'TILL 12 
.. 
• 
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Priest practices sermon, offers home to street childre_n 
by Dana Treen 
AsSoclate editor 
An eleven year-old girl b~und and 
gang-raped for three days; a ten-year-
old boy paid in toys for homosexual 
acts; another pre-teen murdered, 
thrown out of an apartment window 
by ner pimp. 
Vivid images in a perverted mind? 
Ne, these are vivid realities in a 
"Of the 72 apartments -in the 
building, 60 were .occupied by dealers, 
junkies and speed freaks," lie said. 
'They thought I was a Narc (narcotics 
officer) for the first two months. After 
they figured 01..\t that I was just a ·dumb 
priest, they robbed me at least once a 
day for a month. They even took my 
robe and collar." 
Ritter didn't begin his work with 
enough trouble or not sick enough for 
help. One official told Ritter he could 
be arrested for violating several state 
laws. 
· Ritter , housed the youngsters by 
displacing addicts who harassed the 
children. · When the addicts left to 
make drug co~~ec~ions, Ritter would 
strip their apartments of furniture and 
plumbing fixtures. When the addicts 
or write and lacking job skills, asked 
Ritter to " give me one reason not to 
jump off the Bro"oklyn Bridge." The 
priest said he had nothing to say to the 
boy. 
"What could I tell him? That he 
should go on living because God loved 
him? He never would have believed 
me," Ritter said. He did not say what 
happened to the boy. 
--------------------------------------------------------" v e ryd~ g l yt, degradedhneih·ghbl~rhdood,d" "T,hey thought I was a narc for the first two months. Af-
One 11-year-old girl, Veronica, was 
arrested eight times for prostitution. 
Each time she was taken to adult 
criminal court rather to. the juvenile 
court. After the guilty verdict, her 
pimp paid the $25 to $50 fine and she 
was back on the street. 
accor mg o a man w o as ive an h f" d · I . d b • h bb d 
k d · th t · hb h d f ter t ey 1gure out was 1ust a um priest, t ey ro e wor e m a ne1g or oo or · k 
almost 12 years. ·me at least one,~ a day for ~ month. They even too my 
The man is Father Bruce Ritter a robe and collar. Father Bruce Ritter 
Franciscan priest who spoke at UCF children until six.youngsters presented returne~ to their empty apartments, 
during Religious Emphasis Week, them~elves at his door during a' snowy they usually moved on when they Two weeks after her twelfth birth-
day, Veronica was throw~ out of an 
apartment window and killed by the 
same pimp. Ritter said that the 
murderer later bragged about 
"throwing that little bitch out the win-
dow.'' 
sponsored by the Campus Ministry. February ·night. discovered they . were ho longer 
The theme of the week, "Faith in a The youngsters, all under 16 years of welcome. Ritter would then repaint the 
Violent World," is a daily reality to age and seeking refuge, were staying apartments and "put a few kids in 
Ritter, who operates a haven for with a couple who housed and fed there." 
homeless youngsters near Times them in exchange for their participa- The home was licensed in 1972 
Square in New York City. tion in a pornographic movie. under the name Covenant House, as a 
. Ritter began his work in 1969, after Ritter said children began "coming non-profit child care organizat~on. Ritter said the $1.5 billion-a-year sex 
industry he fights is operated by 
organized crime, supported by the 
public and ignored by the police. 
he was challenged by his students at by the dozens. As I took more in, they 
Manhattan College to "practice what would contact their friendS on the 
you preach," he said. street who would come in theselves." 
With no .finandal help from the Ritter contacted 24 child-care agen-
diocese, Ritter began his work in a cies and was told that the children 
tenement near Times Square. were either too old, too yo_ung, not in 
************************************** * VOTE · VO.TE * * The Student's Choice Award * # Professor of the Year # * . Tuesday and Wednesday·- February 24 & 25, 1981 * *'· Outside the Student Organizations Lounge * * 1o·a.m. - 2 p.m. * # Here's your chance to elect your favorite # * professor for this distinguished award * 
* * Presented by the President's Leadership 












LONGPLA YS •·TAPES•45'SeOLDIES 
MELLOW•SOUNDTRACKS•NEW WAVE 
300 S. SEMORAN BL VD. E/W. EXPRESSWAY & 436 
He said the children ,who come to 
him "do not have much left physically 
or mentally. Most have VD and serious 
respiratory and nutritional problems." 
One 17 year-old-boy, unable to read 
"We have a sex industry because we 
want one," he said. "Our attitude is 
Ritter, page 6 
·THE HAIR SHOP 
Precisi.on Style Cut $7 .00 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Winn Dixie Center) 
UNION PARK 
Full Service Salon 
Walk-Ins Welcome 
282-1700 
Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8. 
MEET MANY SINGLE, DIVORCED, WIDOWED AND 
SEPARATED MEN AND WOMEN WHO ARE ACTIVELY 
SEARCHING FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE. Advertise 
with pictures and details about you and what type ·of person 
you are seeking in the Central Florida weekly newsletter 
SINGLE SCENE. 
We do not match men and women, evaluate them or guaran· 
tee results. It is up to. you the customer to contact those men 
or women you are interested in and if you don't succeed the 
first time, try again! Y'ou can change or cancel your ad at any 
time. Men· pay $25.00 for advertising and receiving the 
SINGLE SCENE newsletter for ten weeks~ WOMEN ADVER-
TISE FREE. . 
Send application (Below) to Foxy Lady Dating .Service, P .0. 
Box 4952 Aloma Branch, Fl. 32793 or call 273-4128 after 5 
p.m. (Men send $25.00.by check or money order) 
NAME __________ ~ ____ AGE--..,._~._.._ 
(Minimum 18) 
HEIGHT __ WEIGHT ___ HAIR COLOR _____ _ 
EYE COLOR __ RACE __ RELIGION ______ _ 
MARITAL STATUS ___ ~CHILDREN ___ AGES __ _ 
(If any) 
OCCUPATION ______ EDUCATIONLEVEL ___ _ 
ADDRESS ___________ PHONE _____ _ 
SPECIAL HOBB_IES/ INTERESTS _________ _ 
. WHAT KIND OF MAN OR WOMAN YOU ARE LOOKING FOR 
(PLEASE ATTACH PHOTO 4X4 OR SMALLER) 
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WUCF-FM -----------------------from page 1 . 
· "soft rock" to reach. listeners who had 
previously not been served. 
"Soft rock" includes music from ar-
tist~ such as Linda Rondstadt and the 
Eagles, and ~s usually considered a 
compromise between easy . listening 
and hard rock. · 
Although specific guidelines for the 
a~ount of "soft .'rock," jazz, and 
classical have not been determined, 
Marchena said _the new program 
schedule would provide for about 10 to . 
12 hours of "soft rock" during the day 
and fiv.e or six hours of classical music 
and jazz during the evening. 
ing served. 
Jack Porteous, general manager of 
WDBO and a member of the· WUCF-
FM executive boad, said that market 
surveys done for his station indicate 
"there are two. holes in the market. Soft 
rock is the most obvious and the second 
is in country music." 
"Soft rQck has great appeal to people 
in the 18 to 24 year-old bracket with 
its greatest appeal to females," he said. 
Since the first meeting of the WUCF-
FM Board of Directors, album-
oriented rock station Zeta 7 has an-
nounced a change in format also, from 
hard rock to "beautiful music .. " . . , 
mats at the station was made due to the 
diverse and changing tastes of the 18 to 
24 year-old audience, which Zeta '7 
had served. Also, a decline in the 
number of new artists in the rock field 
during the past two years has crt".ated a 
void in the amount of new music 
available. 
When asked if the new programming 
of WlJCF-FM ·would overlap the 
change being made at Zeta 7, both 
Porteous and Tate noted that the line 
between "beautiful music" and "soft 
rock" is a difficult one t~ define 
becau~e many contemp~rary . artists 
overlap in their styles of music. 
more "upbeat." 
' Marchena said that the new format 
for the campus station is not final. "In 
six to eight months, we will probably 
do a survey to find out where we are 
going," he said. 
Marchena said the survey would 
determine student and community opi-
nion of the new WUCF-FM program-
ming, as well as listening preferences 
for the future. 
The decision to change formats was 
based on surveys made by WDBO 
radio that indicated that a large. seg-
ment of the local audience was not be: 
The difference, according to 
Harvey Tate, general manager of Porteous, is that "be.autiful music" 
Zeta 7 said the decision to switch for- · tends to encompass softer, quieter 
music while "soft rock" is somewhat 
Funding for the campus radio sta-
tion had come from Student Govern-
ment· until July 1, when the decision 
was made to increase the stations 
power. Since then, the administration· 
ha_s been footing the bulk of the bill. 
The cost of the new transmitter, 
antenna and tower for WUCF-FM is 
approximately $35,000 and was paid 
with general ll;Iliversity funds. 
Is Your V.W. Tired? 
CALL USI 
BOB'S FOREIGN AUTO 
PARTS & REPAIR . 
25 Nursery Rd. 
· . _Longwood, Fl. 32750 830-4931 830-5151 
COMPLETE VOUCSWAOEN SERVICE 
Come By & See Our 2 CylirNler V.W. Engine · 
. CRUISE VACATION 1981 
tss Mardi Gras 
July 5-12 
If You Have Not Been On A 
FUN SHIP CRUISE VACATION 
.You Have Missed Something Great 
If You Have ... 
You WiU Want To Go Again 
. . 
It is A Vacation Filled With Excitement, Fun & Convenience! 
· There Is An Abundance Of Food (Seven meals and snack~ a day] 
Sports, Games, Parties (Captains parties and single unattached pa_rty} · 
live Entertainment, Dancing (Caiyp~o, rock, cocktail or society mrislcJ 
Casinos And Lots More To ~eep You Going ••• 
ALL AT STUDENT RATES!!! 
$469.00 
INCLUDING, 
Roundtrip Bus w/ Open Bar 
Port Taxes & Gratuities 





MAKE YOUR RESERVATION NOW! 
BUI travel l,(lreau CALL 
Rit·ter---------- from pages 
that it is okay to ignore prostitution $10 · donations from individuals. The 
because it is a victimless crime." Ritter remainder comes from private founda-
said that at Covenant House he works , tions. At present, the two facilities have 
with the victims every day._ room for 230 youngsters and are 
Covenant Hous.e opened a second always full. 
service in 1977, called "Under 21," to 
provid~ emergency care to youngsters. 
About 90 percent of Ritters $2.~ 
million budget is provided by. $5 anq 
"This is no place for children," said 
Ritter "b~t they are here by the hun-
dreds." 
THIS IS THE PERFECT JOB IF ... 
. .. You a'°e energetic, like people, and are anxious 
to make good money but can only work 30 · 35 
hours per week • we want you. The hours · are 5: 30' 
a.m. to approximately 10:30 a.m., 7 days a week! 
Sounds crazy!? It is. But it's good pay and ex· 
cellent experience. Call now for interview. Im· 
mediate ·opening. , 
896-2661-











B .EEF & BOOZE 
900 E. HWY. 436 
CASSELBERRY, FL. 
831-2126 Reservations Accepted 
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SIGHTS.& SOUNDS 
.ZETA 7 opens doors to easy listening 
by Mike Griffin 
Future staff 
At midnight tonight Central 
Florida's oldest album rock r.adio sta-
tion will cease to exist. 
WORJ-FM (ZETA 7·) will begin it's 
new easy-listening for.mat precisely at . 
twel"'.e according to David Sousa vice 
president in charge of programming 
for the Mount Dora station. The sta-
tion will be known WJY.0-FM, the 
"Joy of Orlando." 
"There will be no pre-hype," Sousa 
said, "we'll go directly from rock into 
MOR (middle-of-the-road} music." 
Sousa said the change was a result of · 
e.conomics. "We are making the switch 
in order to reach a more lucrative, not 
larger, audience. 
"ZETA has been a successful ven-
ture, hut today's economic situation in-
dicates that the younger audience is 
not as affluent as the over 30 listener," 
he s~id. 
According to Sousa, most advertisers 
feel that the most profitable market lies 
within the 35 to 50 age bracket. 
"What it amounts to," Sousa ex-
plained," is a 35-year-old man can buy WDIZ, WBJB (BJ-105) both competing stress--our change in programming ~as 
a $300 stereo on credit and an 18-year- for the same audience. nothing to do with ZETA Ts success or 
old can't." "We believe it's in our financial in- failure. The change is -simple 
Sousa said the decision for the 
ehange came from the "top levels" of 
the Sudbrink Broadcasting Corpora-
tion. 
The Fort Lauderdale based company 
owns ·radio stations in Miami, 
Nashville, and Honol~lu. Sousa said 
the Honolulu station has already gone 
to the MOR format and the one in 
Nashville is also following suit. 
"I could be very upset about this 
move," Sousa explained, "I originated 
the ZETA format two years ago. 
WORJ started album rock in Central 
Florida ten years ago, but times 
change. 
"I am not so strung out on rock 'n' 
roll that I can't handle (the change). 
We were successful as ZETA and we'll 
be successful as WJYO.," Sousa said. 
Sousa admitted that the public reac-
tion to the change was vocal, "but 
nothing we didn't expect." 
"Basically we feel that the rnck 'n' 
roll market in Orlando is a pie cut into 
too many slices" he said. "You've got 
terests and the area's best musical in-
terest to go to MOR." Sousa said. 
Ken. Stevens, manager _of WDIZ, said 
that ZETA's change has come about 
because they "lost touch with the 
~treet," (see related story). 
Sousa emphatically .denies this 
charge. "Once again it is. important to 
economics." 
"WDIZ's ego is sticking out. If not for 
WORJ trailblazing a path, there 
wouldn't be a WDIZ," Sousa said. 
Sousa said the swan song for ZETA 
has been selected but he declined to 
reveal the name. "You'll just have to 
·listen," he said, "one last time." 
UCF students comment on 
rock station's format cha~ge. 
.by Kathleen Foronda 
El)t...!rtalnment editor 
ZETA 7 leaves album rock, 
WDIZ left with market 
Two UCF student~ from WORJ-FM 
(ZETA 7) said the station's change-
over from album-oriented-rock to easy 
listening is disheartening, but both 
agreed that the new format would ap-
peal to a larger, wealthier audience 
and generate more advertising 
r~venue. 
'Td rather play rock 'n' roll, but the 
audience has been declining," said 
· radio-television major, Paul Gerardi .. . 
Gerardi is a weekend disc jockey for 
WORJ and also does sales research and 
·music research for the stati.on during 
the week. "I see what · records are sell-
ing and what kind of music people 
want to listen to," he said. 
Paul Gerardi 
Ray Gibbs, WORJ- public affairs 
director and a communication major 
said, "They announced it at a . staff 
meeting a week ago last Friday. It was 
a shock to me, but I'm going to stay by Judy Wall 
Future staff 
·woRJ-FM's (Zeta 7) decision to 
change its programming from album 
rock to easy listening music has left 
Central Florida with only one albl:lill 
rock FM station, WD~Z. 
Ken Stevens! WDIZ' manager said, 
"Economically, we're real happy 
about ZETA' s svyitch in programming. 
When their programming was similar, 
they were a competitor. Now we can 
attract some of the advertising · that 
went to-them before." 
"The extra·revenue that this may br-
ing us will increase the amount of 
ticket give-aways we may do and 
hopefully we can schedule some more 
of the $1 concerts we've sponsored 
before. It will also allow us to-continu~ 
the type of talk shows--which no adver-
tisers will buy--where we open the 
phone lines to the listeners for their 
thoughts anrl con:iplents, "S~eve~s sa_ic;l._. 
ZETA Ts reason for changing to 
"middle-of-the-road" or easy listening 
was that advertising to 18 to 34-year-
olds wasn't profitable. Stevens did not 
agree. "They have just as much money 
as anyone," Stevens said. "It's just not 
the case that this town w01:1't support 
rock n' roll. Orlando is not a small 
town like so many people want to 
believe. This area accepts innovation 
real well ," he ·said. 
-Stev.ens said it was hard to pin-point 
what ZETA's problem was, but he 
thought their biggest problem was 
"losing touch ~ith the street." "Their 
attitude was more one of playing what 
they thought their listeners needed to 
hear, not what the public wanted," 
Stevens said. 
As for WDIZ's programming~ Stevens 
said it would not cha.nge. "We now 
have a bigger responsibility to . our 
liste~ers. We'll continue to play real 
rock 'n' roll without compromising." 
"You must listen to your listeners. 
This means going out to clubs, schools, 
and just on the street, to hear what the 
public wants. Our progr~mming is 
determined by concensus--local and 
around the country. 
Stevens said he was quite eager to 
squelch the "economic crunch rumor" 
ZETA's change had generated . . "T}lis 
area's not taking a· step backwards. 
Young . people are a viable market. 
Things are looking positive for us ~t 
'DIZ and our plans for the futu.re are 
real ex<'.iting." 
"WORJ is not .going to be the same 
sta.tion . . The own~rs found a hole in the 
market, and so they're trying to fill it 
with the format change," Gerardi said. 
Ray Gibbs 
on," he said. · 
· Gibbs said WORJ's format change 
was too drastic. "Naturally the 
ZETA 7 listener is upset about tlie 
change," he said. 
Gerardi said he felt the reaction to 
the change was mixed. "Those who 
like Zeta said.'why are you changing?' 
Those who don't like us are saying 
good riddance. 
,.'I've been listening to WORJ's music 
since 1968, and here I am, working at 
the station and it's going off the air," 
Gerardi said. 
Gibbs and Gerardi started working 
at WORJ as interns about a year ago. 
Both also work at WUCF-FM. Gerardi 
is WUCF's music director, and Gibbs 
works as one of the station's disc 
jockeys. 
'Woodpecker' weaves love with.absurdity 
by Lee Elliott. 
Future staff 
Combine the insight of Kurt Von-
negut with the playfulness of Richard 
Brautigan, and you get either an 
amusing wastrel or a superbly original 
and cockeyed novt•l ist 1 ike Tom Rob-
bins. 
Robbins has morC' fun with the 
language than most pC'ople have with a 
winning lottC'r~' ticket, a dream datf' in · 
Tahiti, or a whole case of potC'nt 
tequila. 
"Still Lifr With WoodpC'ckN" is 
ca lied "a sort· of a love story." A l<)ng 
those> modest linf's, it is also 'sort of in- · 
crediblv funnv . 
_WoodpeckN" is a totall~, charming 
fairy tal<' al?<Hlt Princess LC'i-gh-Cherie 
. . 
Furstenberg-Barealona--eological en-
thusiast and toad smoocher., and her 
lover, Bernard Mickey Wrangle (aka 
Woodpecker}--activist Outlaw and 
mad bomber. 
It is a lso the love/hate story of Tom 
Robbins and his new, threateningly ef-
ficient typewriter. "This baby speaks 
eketric Shakespeare," says Rol;>bins. 
" And will rap out a page and a half if 
you just look at it hard." · ' 
L£'igh-Cherie only wants to keep love · 
ali ve. "The last quarter of the 20th 
centurv was a time when romantic 
relatio~ships. took on the character of 
ice in spring, stranding many little 
children on jagged and inhospitabJe 
fl OC'S." . 
Because Robbins has cutbed his ten-
dency to philisophize, the book is m?re 
readable and pleasant than his earlier 
works. "Woodpecker" is witty, absurd 
and lightweight. · 
His descriptions a l6ne are worth the 
steep $6.95 paperback price. :teigh-
Cherie's mother had "begun to exude a 
kind of pate de foie gras gas, and the 
expulsion of this effluvium propelled 
her from party to ball as if she were a 
sausage inflated by W~gner." 
Her parents are described as being 
"Like a pair of R's trapped in a 
Spanish songbook, Tilli and Max 
lurked in this shoebox ca.stle, waiting 
to be rolled." 
· This is 100 percent delicious prose--
choice stuff. "Yum!" Wrangle would 
say, invoking_one of his mantras. 
Don't begin "Woodpecker" without 
ample time to finish it. in one sitting. 
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·Springsteen's thunder hailed with applause 
Although Bruce Springsteen's latest 
rele?se, "The River," is too long, his 
three hour live show at the Lakelai:id 
Civic Center was not long enough. 
Springsteen and his E Street band 
opened their first set with medleys of 
"Born to Run", "Do It All Night" and 
"10th Avenue Freezeout". Following 
its powerful opening, the band perfor~ 
med some ,tunes from "Darkness on the 
Edge of Town" and an excellent ver-
sion of "The Ri~er." 
__ After a· thirty minute break, 
Springsteen and company returned 
with the foot-stomping, "Cadillac 
Marshall. Hamlln/Future 
Bruce Springsteen belts . out 
an~ther hit song. 





· •Fine Lingerie• 
•Foundations• 
•Swimwear• 
• Loungewear • 
•Prostheses Fitted• 
218 PARK AVENUE N. 
WINTER PJ)·RK, FL. 
. 3278'9 
305-647-5519 
Ranch-.. , "Sl:ierry Darling" and 
"Hungry Heart". Afterwards they per-
formed some of the mellower 'tunes 
from their repertoire, and then retur-
ned with the rocking music of "You 
Can Look (But You Better Not Touch)" 
and "Rosalita''. 
The band graced the stage with two 
enc_;-ores. The first was composed of 
"The Rocker" and "Jungle Land," 
while the second encore was a medley 
of old tunes like, "Devil With The Blue 
Dress" and "C.C. Rider. " The audien-
ce went wild. 
Springsteen .displayed an energy 
hard to deseribe. His powerful, yet 
' r.aspy vocals ?et the mood For the shows 
and Clarence Clemon~ displa yed some 
superb saxaphone pieces-. The remain-
der of the group also gave professional 
performances. Live, Springsteen was. 
like a breath of fresh air with the 
Marshall Hamlin/Future 
power of a hurricane. E Street band member Clarence Clemo~ matches his saxaphone 
by. Marshall Ha~lin against Springsteen's guitar for a show applauded for two encores. 
Future staff 
'The River' IOSeS appeal ii'.' too rnuch viilyl 
Cage" are well paced rockers display-
ing the E Street band's finer points. 
Clarence Clemons performs some ex-
cellent saxaphone · pieces, while Spr-
ingsteen delivers his story-telling lyrics 
~ith style. · 
The best tune on the album isthe ti-
t}e song, "The River." It is a well writ-
ten, well performed tune with good -
rhythm and a complete sound. 
"The River" offers a few moments of 
excellent music, yet seems to limit Spr-
. ingsteen's ability: It's definitely not his 
B'ruce Springsteen's latest venture, 
"The River" has been acclaimed· as the 
best ·rock album released in years . . 
Granted, the album does offer some ex-
cellent music showing Springsteen's 
writing genius but, after considering 
the full content of all four sides of the 
two-record album, it comes across as 
boring. · 
The first two sides of the album have 
the best tunes of the entire production. 
"The Ties That Bind" and "Jackson 
The fourth side is the reason for the worst album but then i:iqt his best 
album's overall boring effect. "Drive either. "The River" could have been 
·All Night;" "Wreck On The Highway" Springsteen's most powerful exhibit of 
and "Stolen Car" are too mellow to ·talent if it had only been confined to 
kee:> a listener awake. two sides. by Marshall Hamlin 
('-fi:<f\ _CONWA~NEMA . S• 'M:'I . TAVERN 
~t-'t\l~'ef\ FOOD * BEER *WINE * GAMES 
ADMIT OlJE FREE (suN. THnurHuR.) 
ADMIT TWO. F()R ONE .(FRI . . &SAT.) 
Now Playing . . . P r.i v a t e B en j a m in 
Everyt~ing You Always Wanted To Know About Sex 
(Mid.night Show) W/ Woody Allen 
. . 
CONWAY SHOPPING CENTER (Next td Shei~s & Duffs) · 





·with this ad . • • •.• • • $ 9 
Official Salon for · 




532 S; Pa·rk Ave. STYLISTS 
MON.~SAT. 10-6 
F_or App·ointmmt call 
645-3665 
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Satire 
Yoink rock to replace new.wave 
Forget the Clash, the Police, th~ -B-52's, the Who, and the 
Stones. Ignore punk, new wave, heavy metal, ska , an<l 
reggae. The sound of the '80s is yoink rock, and the band is 
the Slug Brothers. 
Mikhail and Davros Slueg were amateur rock musicians in 
their native Y1:1goslavia. Access to Western rock 'n' roll was 
limited to cut-out bin rejects and an occasional Radio Free 
Europe broadcast. Their own sound developed as a fusion of 
many unique styles. As Mikhail explains in the linear notes, 
"We am listening much of the fab sounds of group the 
Shaggs, Billy Joel, and, how you say, solo LP's being .from 
group the Kiss. Crotty, hep cats!" 
Already censured by the government for their hard 
rocking avant garde sound, the two rockers became worried · 
over their future in Yugoslavia after the death of Marshal 
Tito. Especially disturbing was the possibility of Russian in-
tervention. in their homeland . "All music is the Russians am 
having be many albums the Elton Mac and Fleetwood John. 
No way, Jose!" says Davros. To avoid further artistic 
repression the brothers Slueg fled to America, escaping in a 




After Americanizing their names to Mike and Dave Slug, KevlnMason/Future 
the brothers relocated to Akron, Ohio, which is considered Mike and Dave slug on the cover of their. latest 
Music City, U.S.A. to-the average Yugoslavian peasant. They release, '"Cruelty to Animals.'-' · Featured is "Slueg's 
began their careers in America as street musicians, perfor-
ming Slavic folk songs and native dances. It was one of these , best friend," Bunny Foo-Foo. 
dances ("Cat Fling") which got them arrested for public in- here, and piays bass kazoo, and also oqirina. His songs study 
decency and cruelty to animals-ideas important to their teen-age c~mfusion ("Unsound at Any Spee<l ," "Teeriaged 
later musical growth. .. . - Sexfiend") new values ("It's hard to be Catholic") and love 
Whi1e in jail, the Slugs met two local musicians in due to .lost ("Honest She Looked 13"). 
violations of anti-no ise ordinances. Inspired by the Slugs, Dave Slug, chubby and idealistic, plays the harmonica, 
guitarist Ricky Riboflavin and drummer Scabs Uvula asked bongos, and tape recorder, as well as sings vocals. He sings 
if they could join the brotheTs' group. Thus was born the about adolescent agnst("Cold Hands, Warm Beer"), roman-
Slug Brothers Band. The nucleus of their group complete, the tic confusion ("Hey Curls" and "Wrap Me in Tin Foil , 
two expatriate Slavs began the awesome task of changing the Baby") and existential philosophy ("Heavy as Shoe Laces," 
face of the '80s musi-c scene. · "fig Newtons are Filth"). , 
The resultant album, " Cruelty To Animals" is a dynamic, "Cruelty To Animals" is a million ,billion times better 
stunning debut, especially _c;_oming fiom an independant than anything regurgitated by today's Top 40 hippie, bur-
label , Yoink Records. 'Yoink' be meaning, in own speaking, nout, trendy, lobotomized, redneck-rocker media types. The 
'the one who the foxes are digging'," Dave explained. . Slug Brothers know where you live, and can dig its fabnfj'ss, 
Th~se guys kno~ where your head is at, man. They sing totall y man. 
about reality , 1-mean human experience. Mike Slug, skinny 
and street hardened, sings the lead on exactly half the songs 








Today, Feb. 22: "The Muppet Movie; 
ENAUD, 8:30 p.m. 
Feb. 21: "Dinner with the Authors,'" 
Holiday Inn, International Drive, for 
reservations call 425-2694. · 
Feb. 23: Michael Johnson, rock 
concert, SCA, 8 p.m. 
Feb 23: Edgar Winter Group, rock 
concert, Park Avenue, North Orang 
Blossom Trail, 8 p.m. 
Feb. 24: Kay Wilkins, Junior voice 
recital, Music Rehearsal Hall, 8 p.m. 
Feb. 24f-: Piano and guitar recital, 
MRH, 2 p.m. 
Feb. 24-March 7: Central Florida Fair, 
4603 W. Colonial Driv_e. 
Feb 25: "2001, A Space Odyssey,' 
movie, SCA, 8:30 p.m; 
Feb 26: "The Tempest," play, 
SCAUD,8:30 p.m. 
Feb. 26: Oboe and flute recital, MRH, 
noon. 
Correction ... 
Last week's Future reported that 
Tom Harrow . played an executive in 
the Student Center_'s production of 
"Promises, Promises." Mr. Harrow 
plays Dr. Dreyfuss. The role of the 
executive mentioned in the article was 
played by Bill Baxter. 
FRIDAY FEB. 20 MONQA Y FEB. 23 TU_ESDA y ·FEB. 24 




6: l 5p.m. -9:00p.m. 
5()¢ Drink~ 
THURSDAY FEB~ ·26 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
FREE ADMISSION 
WITH COLLEGE l.D.· 
FRIDAY M'ARcH 6 
\VEDNESDAY FEB. 25 
. SPIT-
$1.00 BAR DRINKS 
THE NIGHT HAWKS 
AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
(Call 295-3751 For Information) 
PRICES MAY CHA:NGE DUE TO SPECIAL OFFERINGS 
(DOE TO CHANGE IN fLORIDA LAW, YOO MUST BE 19. OR OVER TO A lTEND) 
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LOUNGE and 
PACKAGE STORE 
''Popular Priced Drinks'' 
LARGE S~LECTION 
IMPORTED & DOMESTIC 
WINES & BEERS . 
•Dance to your favorite music 
• 240 foot Conversation Bar 
rOPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Sun.-Wed. from 12 'till 12 
Thurs.-Sat. from 1 ~ 'till 2 
UNIVERSITY SQUARE 
COIJNER OF GOLDENROD & UN.IVERSITY BLVD. 
678-0882 
Produced by Kevin Elsory'."Columbia .. is a trademark of CBS Inc. © 1981 CBS Inc. 
AVAILAVLE AT YOUR FAVORljE RECORD STORE 
Focus on 
Photograi}hy 
First place In this year's 
Focus on Photography contest 
went to Rodney M. Davis, a 
UCF art major. His winning 
shot can be seen on page one. 
Kathleen Denise Jones 
receives second place. for her 
photo (left). Jones Is majoring 
in art. Business ad-
ministration major Steve 
Fisher received thir-d place for 
· his close-up of water drops 
(right). This year's contest, _ 
sponsored by the Futur_e,was 
judged by Paul Hightower, 
UCF photography instructor 
and Kevin Mason,Future's 
photo edito£. 
ASF seat·-------frompage3 
Chandler, said he was not surprised Fee. The fee is part of each student's 
that some senators voted differently, tuition. 
although he didn't expect so many to When asked about the results of the 
change their votes. secret ballot, Samelson said, "I feel like 
Chandler also offered several a victim of some political game." 
reasons in an interview why Samelson Samelson cited her experience in 
was not confirmed. He said many · preparing the $18 ,390 budget for 
senators voted against · Samelson South Orlando branch. campus for the 
becauseof.her"totallackofexperien- 1981-82 year as one of her 
ce" in budget preparation. qualificatfons. 
Chandler also said some senators Blount said he wanted Samelson to 
believed Samelson· could be ·easily. gain experience about the ASF com-
pressured by campus groups seeking mittee as an "investment in the 
funding from the ASF committee. future." He said that because she is a 
The ASF committee recommends to 4 freshman, he thought she would 
the senate proper allocation of funds probably be around a long time, and 
derived from the Activity and Service would continue to serve the university . . 
Serving Orlando For 33 Years 
Want To Do Something 
· Exciting Over Your 
Spring Break? 
·How About A Caribbean 
Cruise! 
Single's Special 
March 22, 1-981 
$3 
Sail from i or itnforge e days aboard the 
T.S. Carnivale to the exciting ports of St Thomas, San 
Juan, and Samana, pominican Republic. 
· Call Now 
As Space Is Very _Limited! 
I (305) 849-61so -I 
9AM - 5PM Weekdays, Wednesday until 7PM 
485 N. Orange Avenue •Orlando, Florida 32802 
Member, D.L Peoples Grpup 
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Stretchin' Out .. .-: 
A Florida A&M player touches 
first as Knight first baseman Jim 
Hawkins awaits the late throw in 
baseball action last weekend. 
SPORTS 
Explosive offense sparks bas~baH team 
· By Vmce Cotroneo 
Future staff 
On two separate days last weekend, 
Bill Moon's Knight baseball squad 
looked like two different teams against 
the Florida A and M Rattl~rs, UCF 
belted the Rattlers 14-5 Saturday, but 
dropped a double-header on Sunday 1-
0 and 3-2. · 
In their season opener, the Knights 
bang~d out 15 hits while holding A 
and M to only seven. U_CF jumped out 
to a 5-0 lead in the bottom half of the 
first inning on four ~ingles and two 
walks as the entire lineup went to the _ 
plate. 
Florida A a~d M countered with 
four runs in the top bf the second to 
trail 5-4. The Knights kept their bats 
warm in their half of the inning. Tim 
Foskett led off the inning with a single 
and stole second. Sam Natille then 
iaunched a drive over th~ right field 
fence to give UCF a 7-4 lead. 
Freshman hurler Luis Mendez 
relieved starter Bill Jones to. preserve 
Knights' first win of the 1981 season. 
On S~mday, however, the Knight pit-
cher got little support from their of- . 
fense. 
For the twinbill, the Knights manag-
ed. only eight hits and two runs. 
Another fre~hman pitcher for UCF, 
John-Flynn, scattered eight hits against 
the Rattlers in the opening loss. The 
only run A and M needed came in the 
sixth innin.g after they rapped out ~h_r~~ 
single_s. 
The nightcap was the same story for 
the Knights as they could o~ly muster 
two runs. 
"We didn't hit the ball as hard as we 
. normally do," explained Moon. "We. 
tried to do some things we haven't real-
ly worked enough on. We were trying 
to take advantage of the wind condi-
- tions and hit the ball to the opposite 
field." 
Signs with Canadian team 
Kiggins lands pro contract 
This week UCF's first football All-
Arneri can, defensive back Tim 
Kiggins, signed a two-year pact with 
the Toronto Argona_uts. of the 
Canadian Football League .. 
Teams from the NFL were a lso in~ 
terested in Kiggins. Miami, Dallas, 
and Los Angeles all expressed a des ire 
to clr~ft Kiggins. But Willie Wood, 
former Green Bay P~1cker standout and 
current Argonaut coach, came to 
Orlando on th~ advice · of former 
Kn ight coaches Lou Ross and Bugsy 
Engleberg. Wood was impressed 
enough with Kiggins to sign him to a 
two-vear paet. 
· UCF hire$ Sammy Wei·r as 
assistant head football coach 
In another step a ttempt~ng to ad-
vance the UCF football program to the 
Division II level, Sammy Weir was 
hired last week ~·s · the new associate 
head football coach. 
The announcement came from 
Knight head coach Don Jonas. Weir 
has extensive coaching experience in 
'the Central Florida area. His latest 
position was as head coach at Lak~ 
Howell High, where he took his team 
. to the state playoffs. Prior to that, Weir. 
led Evans High to two consecutive 
Rotary Bowl titles. He also coached at 
Lake Brantley High and· Lakeview 
High. 
Jonas and Weir both 'played for the 
Orlando Panthers in the old Continen-
tal Football League. In his two years of 
playing, 196 7-68, Weir was named 
All-Pro receiver. 
Aside from coaching high school, 
weir also has experience at the college 
level. He coached for four years at 
Arkansas State, his alma mater, and 
one year at Marshall University. He 
bases his philosophy on respect. "The 
players -know they wiH have to sweat 
for us as will the coaches sweat for 
them. With the nucleus we have here, 
the future of UCF football looks very 
bright." 
"I look for us to bounce back with 
more fire than before and get back into 
our offensive form," he added. 
The Knights' record after their open-
ing weekend was 1-2. UCF travels to 
FIU this weekend before returning 
home to face Stetson Wednesday at 
3 :15 p.m. 
Knights down Rollins 
to wii1 Conference title 
In the Sunshine State Conference then 21 ,' but Rollins wouldn't give up. 
finale Wednesday night, UCF fought They played hard down to the wire,''. 
off a furious late rally from crosstown - expl~ined Knight head coach Torchy 
rival Rollins to win their fourth con- Clark. · 
ference crown, 56-48. 
UCF tied with Florida Southern for 
first place with 9-1 records. The 
Knights finished the regular season 
campaign at. 21-3. 
As the first half progressed, it looked 
as if the Knights would pull away. Us-
ing their quickness, full-court press and 
the inside play of Jeff Dorschner, UCF 
led 31-17 at halftime. 
Once the second half, began, the 
Knights held their biggest advantage . 
34-17 on a Dean Rossi.n three-point · 
play. But with 15:43 remaining,'Rossin 
picked up his fourth foul and the Tars 1 
took that opportunity to begin their 
comeback. 
"Our guys thought after they got up 
by 17 that they would go up by 19, 
As time wound down, the Tars : 
repeatedly forced UCF to the foul line. 
Down the stretch, Ruben Cotton hit 
three of four from the free throw line 
and Dor~chner added · two to ice the 
game and the conference crown for -
_UCF. Clark had nothing but praise for 
his ballclub. 
"These guys on paper shouldn't have 
tied with Southern for first place. They 
deserve all the credit. They played 
together as a team all season and that 
was the key." . 
But Clark quickly looked down· the 
road · to the conference tournament 
with stern realism. "Now, how.do you 
tell these . gu'ys, who · have won 21 
.games, that they can't lose anymore?" 
Sports Shorts 
Ski Team hosts tournament 
The.-UCF Ski Team will host a club tournament Feb. 28 at the Lake Whippoor-
will Resort from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m; · · 
The competition will be a one-day, three-event tournament with men's and 
women's divisions, and is open to students outside the club. Anyone·intetested in 
.entering the event should contact Linda Weaver, ski team c~ptain, at 277-5519. 
Wrestlers qualify for nationals 
Five UCF wrestlers qualified for the Pivision II National Tournament last 
,weekend-in the regional compet_ition in North Carolina. 
Although the Knights failed to re~apture the regional title they've held for two 
years, Dewey .Ullrich, Brian Parker, Ron Miller, Mark Geary and Trey Baker all 
earned berths in next weekend's national tournament in California. 
Lady Knights win key Division Il contest 
Lea by four : scorers in double figures, the UCF women's basketball team down-
ed the University of Tampa in a crucial Division II ma.tchup Tuesday night. 
Meg Fahey and Teresa Tinsley topped the Lady 'Knight offense with 19 and 16 
points each. Freshman Linda Battle poured in 13 points for the winners, while 
M~rcie Swilley added 12. 
The Lady Knights compete in the state tournament next Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday at Bethune-CookmaIL The team must finish first or second to advance to 
the regi~nal tournament in Georgia March 12-f4. 
I 
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U-CF Overcomes. slow start 
to crush St. Leo, 111-73 
For the first nine minutes of Satur-
day's basketball game between UCF 
and St. Leo, it · appeared as if the 
Knights were looking ahead to this 
week's rematch with Rollins. It took a 
freshman center and a reserve guard to 
bring UCF down to earth and lead the 
Knights to a 111-73 romp over the 
Monarchs. 
The score was tied at 20-20 when 
Torchy Clark replaced the entire star-
ting five, including four graduating 
_seniors. After that slap.on the wrist ,for 
the starters, Clark returned the sub-
stitutes to the bench, with the excep-
tion of Jimmie Ferrell. Fe'rrell poured 
in 15 points in the first half, mostly 
from Bo Clark's old range--around 
half-court. Jeff Dorschner, a freshman 
center who gets better with ~very 
game, hit · for 13 'points and eight 
rebounds under the boards. Those two 
players helped the Knights explode on 
a 19-4. surge to· put UCF out in front 
for good, 39-24. . 
Leading 51-32 going into the sec~md 
half, Clark emptied the bench. Ruben 
Cotton and.Dean Rossin led the seniors 
in their last home·game with 18 points 
each . Jim Beachum followed with 14 
and Roland Ebron added eight. 
"The Enforcer" Rossin ended his 1-ast 
home game in grand style with a slam 
dunk for UCF's 1 OOth point of the 
evening . 
. Ferrell led all Knights in scoring 
with 23 points as UCF upped their 
record to an impressive 20-3, 8-1 in the 
Sunshine State Conference and tied 
with Florida Southern for first place. 
·Kevin Mason/Future 
Intramurals 
UCF's Willie Edison drives past an Eckerd defender in a recent men's 
basketball game. 
·Track & Field Meet 
The annual Track and Field Meet wffl be held Feb. 28 at the UCF Track. Field 
events begin at noon and running events start _at l p.m. _ 
The meet is open to students;faculty and staff, with events for men and women . 
. Individual and team entries are due by Thursday at Rec Ser:vices l 0 I (next to the 
pool). . · · 
Field Eve.nts include: long jump, high jump, shot ·put, discus (men only), softball 
throw, frisbee toss (women only). 
Track Events include: 110-meter low hurdles, 100-, 200-, 400- and 800- meter 
dashes, metric mile, Gruelathon, 800-Meter Sprint Medley Relay (men) and the 
400 Meter Relay-(women). · 
Ultimate Deadline 
Tuesd~ is the last day to enter a team in the· Ultimate (frisqee football) League. 
Rosters for men's and women's teams must be brought to the Rec Services office 
next to the pool. 
- Bowling Results 
The Misfits -- Doug Srn~ap, John Simon, Stan Halbert and Loren Knutson-- won 
.the team title in the bowling tournament last Saturday at the Colonial Lanes. The 
coed team title was won by the Skunks--Del Haven, Jimmy Meeks, Audrey Demers 
and Julie O'Neil. Pete Saxe (~76) an.cl Audrey Demers (343) won the high series 
titles for men and women, respectively . Richard Reyes (228) won the high game 
title. 
RecoMilionefl Radiators in Stoek 
. l . 






275-9321 10662· E. Colottial Dr. Union Patk 
FIND our ABOUT A FULL TUITION ARMY 
ROTC SCHOLARSHIP! THERE ARE 6,500 
SCHOLARSHIPS 'AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED 
STUDENTS, WITH MORE ON THE WAY. 
euzz:.'S AUTO CENTER 
10658 E. COLONIAL DR. 
275-3951 
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE 
AMERICAN & FOREIGN 
USED CAR SALES 
OPEN.lOAM-lOPM MON.-FRI. 
SAT. & SUN. BY APPOINTMENT 
VISA~MASTER CHARGE 
•SUNDAY• 
_$2.00 PITCHERS/35.¢ DRAFT All DA'I 
' 
•TUESDAY• 
17-:.92 & CANDACE DRIVE 








$2.00 PITCHERS/NO COVER 
•WEDNESDAY• 
FREE BEER/ 
lADIES DRINK FREE/NO COVER MEN $4.00 COVER-lADIES $3.00 
•THU~SDAY•FRIDAY•SATURDAY• 
ROCK 'N ROLL/$1.00 COVER · 
APPEARING THIS WEEK: RACER 
THESE30R2 
YEAR SCHOLAR- C 
SHIPS COVER F~LL ,, ' , 
TUITION, BOOKS, . ; . 
LAB FEES AND UP 0 








WE ARE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS NOW! 
CALIJ.,275-2430 OR STOP BY OUR OFFICE 
@Am\YROIC. 
Learn what it· takes to lead. 
SPORTING GOODS 
FACULTY & STUDENTS 
10% OFF W/SCHOOL 1.D. 
ALL ITEMS IN STORE . 
Skates 
Trophies 
20% OFF ALL 
. ADIDAS CLOTHING 
W/THIS AD 










JACK BILLIN.GHAM •RON CAYLL •TERRY WILLIAMS 
BUTLER PLAZA 
1487 E. S·EMORAN BLVD. Nike 
HUNT CLUB CORNERS 
550 HUNT CLUB BLVD. 
CASSELBERRY 
PHONE: (305) 677·51l2 Etonic 
. APOPKA 
COACHES: 677-5122 
PHONE: (305) 862·4488 
COACHES: 862-4489 
TIRED OF HIGH ALBUM PRICES? 
LP'S $1·.oo AND UP 
·THE RECORD BIN 
NEW & USED ALBUMS 
. EXCELLENT CONDITION 
- . 
FREE 45 WITH $5.00 PURCHASE 
BUY•SELL•TRADE 
282-0255 185A S. SEMORAN 
1 BLOCK N. OF E/W EXPRESSWAY 
IN PANTRY PRIDE SHPG. CENTER 
(OPEN 1·6 MON.·SAT.) 
. .. ,., .. ~·~ . . 
~f!...c,O .. BEER & POP 
0~':1 . . STOP 
11815 E. COLONIAL DR. 
282~2485 
OPEN 10-7 -MON.· SAT. 
93 BRANDS OF BEER 
e 45 IMPORTED BEERS e 
•••SPECIAL••• 
·LITE 
I E. COLONIAL 
I • 
I BEER&-~ D=: 
$2.10 ·IPOPSTOP * ... c 
I TUF > 
6 PACK-12 OZ. CAN c I. &I. 
WITH THIS AD Nl c •• .... 




Tuesday ... Sun State: 
· Wednesday ... Oak Ridge 
Thursd~y ... Pine Hills 
GET IN ON THE NEW DISCO ROLLER SKATING CRAZE 
AT THE MOST MODERN. DISCO CENTERS IN THE U.S. 
OUTRAGEOUS IJGHT SHOWS 
· & SUPER SOUND 
It's EASY. . .It's \\ ILD .• .It's FON... · 
It's like being a kid again! · 
DRINK • ·SKATE• DANCE• PLAY PIN BALL & 
ENJOY THE MUNCHIES AT THE.SNA~K BA:Jl 
INTRODCJCING ••• 
FOXES NIGHT . 
. Tuesday ••• 8-11 p.m. at the 
SCJN STATE SCJPER SKATING CENTER 
1/2 Price Admission For All The Ladies! 
OAKRIDGE 4151 W. OakRidgeRd.(1 mileEastoflntl.Dr.) 352-1155 
PINE HILLS 630 Emeralda'Dr. (on Colonial near Kirkman) 298-6642 
SUN STATE 427 N. Primrose Dr. (across from Colonial Plaza) 894-5005 
Your Alternative To The Bar Scene·Hassles 
r-----------------------1 I DISCOUNT COUPON I 
I . $1.00 OFF I 
I . Al) MISSION FOR ANY I I SINGLES SKATE OR FOXES NIGHT I 
I with this coupon I 
I E"PIRES: MARCH 20, 1981 ' I 
I · PICTURED PROOF OF LEGl\L l\GE REQUIRED l\T DOOR ucFJ 
.... _______________________ _ 
Private Parties and Special°Group Rates Available 
I• 
Ir 
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OPINION 
"In the Heart of the Night"; an· unselfish su~cess 
It isn't often anymore that people go beyond 
their personal interests in order to contribute to 
the welfare of others. In a society that -has been 
labeled the "me" generation, we just don't _find 
the giving quality that shows that people are 
still able to care for one another: 
This attitude of self before others-was refuted 
recently by a group of UCF students that have 
proven, through their actions, that they have a 
genuine com!f1itment to others. 
"In the Heart of the Night," a combination 
dance and fund raiser for the American Heart 
Association, presented by thE'. UCF Marketing 
Association, was just such a commitment. 
, Organized by David Mosher and his crew, the 
dance held at Park Avenue was a total success. 
"In the Heart of the Night:' raised funds to benefit 
· the Heart Association. The organizatfon for the 
· event was complete, promotion was enthusiastic 
and the end result was beneficial to everyone in-
volved. · 
The example set by the Marketing Association 
should be taken up by more of the organizations 
on campus, A shoy.iing of compassion of this type 
is the best public relations tactic this university 
could ever hope to present to the public . 
Everyone should stand up and applaud the 
UCF Marketing Association. They have set a fine 
example of a group of it>eople who, in this day, 
still care enough to give their v.ery best. 
Laura Hoffman 
Letters to the Editor 
State advocate defends Blount, Marchena ' 
Editor: . 
A great deal of attention and 
criticism has been focused on the 
problems of Student Government 
recently. Some of this criticism is 
Blount and Marchena in the Fut;;_rP 
that these men.are _exchanging political 
volleys with each other. 
example of how a ·student can go 
through college and not be able to 
write, spell or communicate effec-
tively," really doesn't deserve a civil 
response. Since he neither knows nor 
cares to know President Blount, I har-
dly think he is in a position to j~dge 
Blount's academic record. More im-
portantly, Mr. MacArthur must not 
have a high opinion of a student body 
that would- willingly and oye~­
whelmingly elect this "illiterate" 
Blount to the SC presidency. 
On one pqint, however, I must agree 
with Mr. MacArthur. Undoubtably, 1;1 
college education should give the 
recipient an effective command of the 
English language but it _must also im-
part to the writer or ~ocial critic the 
subtle grace to express his thoughts and 
criticisms honestly and unpreten-
tiously. Sarcasm, Mr. MacArthur, ser-
ves no co11structive purpose. _Those 
who have confidence in the validity of 
their arguments do not need to re~ort 
to vindietive ad hominem attaeks. · 
In closing, I would dispute Mr. 
MacArthur·s arguments that SC has 
failed to accomplish its projects this 
year but I really think he was more in-
terested iQ studying. President Blount's 
grammar than the content of his 
message. 
Dave Lenox 
. justified and we welcome those 
suggestions which point out our 
problems and offer constructive 
solution~to them. But in the _last few 
weeks, I have read several letters to the 
Editor of the Future that would have 
the students of UCF believe that, 
without exception, SG's ranks are 
filled ' with individuals whose most 
admirable characteristic is incom-
petence. Obviously, these letter writers 
feel that accurate criticisms of SC just 
aren't sufficiently satisfying or enter-
taining and they employ generalities, 
groundless assumptions and the old 
"broadbrush" technique against SG's. 
failures and succes$es. 
'No'thing could be further from the 
truth. It is true that Vice Presiden't 
Marchena aspires to be the next SC 
president. In keeping with that goal, he 
has used the old and effective political 
st~ategy of generating enough preelec-
tion publicity so the students will 
remember his name in the voting booth 
during the Spring elections. His quar-
ter 1 y progress reports and the 
numerous Future articJes written 
about him are part of this strategy. 
MacArthur's charge that Marchena 
used his publicity to score political 
pc_>ints against Blount is ridiculous. 
Since the SC president has the enor-
mouslv influential tool of endorsement 
to aid his preferred successor, it would 
be the height of stupidity.for Marchena 
to endanger Blount's political endor-
sement by angering him. Furthermore, 
in light' of the embarrassment M_ar-
chena suffered as chairman of the 
Yearboo~, MacArthur's description of 
his involvement in tha.t project as a 
"power grab" is certainly more 
charitable than critical. 
SG planning to pressure 
Certainly; Mr. Martin MacArthur's 
letter of Feb. 13, "BlouBt and Mar-
chena encouraged to cease fire," falls 
into this category. For someone ~ho 
readily admits that he doesn't know' 
Blount or Marchena, Mr. MacArthur 
seems to have developed a pathological 
dis.like for both gentlemen. MacArthur 
draws fhe conclusion from the 
publication of SC progress reports by 
BOR to remove .· cap · 
MacArthut's assessment of President 
Blount's ~sage of English as a ·"sor~y 
Editor: implementation of an enrollment cap 
at UCF. No action could be more 
damaging to the future prospects for 
UCF's development than to deny ad-
mission to a large number ·of qualified 
students. 
r 
Recently, a great deal of the com-
munity's attention has been focused on 
the controversy surrounding the 
enrollment of Iranian students on 
campus. While this issue will continue 
to b~ debated, it tends to obscure some 
of th~ · deeper and more extensive 
problems at our university. Unfor-
tunately, the truly major concern of 
" inadequate state funping seems to have 
Student Government is currently 
planning to pressure our state . 
legislature and the BOR to remove the 
cap and to distribute the state's· higher 
education funds ·more equitably. SC 
State Advocate Dave Lenox will 
organize a -campus-wide letter ·writing 
campaign to demonstrate the students' 
Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 3 p.ln. on the Monday 
prior to publication to be considered for the issue. Letters must bear the writer's 
signature and phone number. Names will be withheld upon request. The Future 
reserves the right to edit all letters. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 . Editorial office 
phone: 275-2601. Business ~ffice phone: 275-2865. 
This public document was promulgated at an anual cost of $78,8~3 or 6. 7 cents 
per copy to. inform the university community. Annual advertising revenue of 
$56,893 defray 72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through the 
Activity ·and Service Fee as allocated by the Student Government of the Univer-
sity of Central Florida. 
been totally forgotten during the ex- · 
citement of the Iranian si.tuation. 
Central Florida has experienced sub-
stantia I growth in the last decade. Th~ 
migration of industry, international in-
terests, business and people, into our 
area promises Orlando a leading role 
in international commerce. In spite of 
thesr facts, the Board of Regents seems 
oblivious to the needs of Central 
Florida and UCF. They continL1e to 
pursue funding policies that deny UCF 
adequate funding. while favoring the 
establishec! and essentially stabl'e large 
universities. · 
One example of the BOR's lack of 
. concerns to the legislature and BOR. I 
encourage the presidents and officers 
of the interested campus organizations 
to cooperate fully with Dave, as well as 
those of you who want to help. As it 
stands now, our actions could depent 
on whatever actions the Board of 
Regents might take at their Feb. 20 
meeting. I'll be .there to make surr that 
we are heard, as always. Please aid me 
in dealing with a most difficult 
problem. r await your assistance. 
"'- ~ understanding about our net'ds is the 
~-----------------------------------------------------------" 
James E. Blount 
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Director defends production of 'Promises, _Promises' 
-Editor: 
I have never written a letter to the 
editor before; however, a project of 
mine has never been. so unfairly and 
unjustly criticized before either . The 
subject is Lee Elliott's vicious, cruel 
and fotally uncalled for review of the 
first dress rehearsal of "Promises, 
~." 
Please let me remind you and your 
readers that Ms. Elliott was . reviewing 
the first dress rehearsal on Tuesday · 
evening-the final dress rehearsal was 
·on Wednesday evening. I personally 
.explained to Ms. Elliott and her com-
panion, Kathleen Foronda (enter-
tainment editor). before the rehearsal · 
that we had many "finishing touches" 
technically and set-wise to add to the 
show prior to opening night two 
evenings la~er . And as long as they un-
derstood that we still had some 
problems, that they could review . the 
Abortion amendment will derly 
·women the freed.om ·of ch.oice 
Editor: 
show. They both readily agre~'cl that 
they understood the situation and 
would take into account the fact that 
they were reviewing a rehearsal. 
I requested the review of a .dress 
rehearsal because I was confident (and 
am convinced now) that the show was 
a real winner. By reviewing the 
Tuesday rehearsal Ms. E;lliott could 
meet her deadline for the Feb. 13· issue 
of the Futur.f'. Otherwise, if she 
reviewed on opening night, the review 
.would not appear until the Feb. 20 
issue .of the Future--thus doing us little 
good promotion-wise sinee the show 
ends Feb. 21. 
I must admit that I made a mistake. 
review. He in fact, plays Dr. Dreyfuss-
-a medical doctor! Thirdly, it is ob-
vious that Ms. Elliott does not know 
what a "marimba band" sounds like 
since there is nothing approaching 
such a sound in the entire score. 
Possibly she . should review her 
knowledge of orchestral instruments 
before .she makes such an inaccurate 
and confused comparison in the futur.e. ·. 
Finally,(and ·I dare say y01:1· won't 
print this), could it be that because the 
Future and the Student Center are 
However, tile mistake was not in 
requesting that the play be reviewed at 
IUD and some forms of the pill. These the Tuesday rehearsal. Tuesday's 
are two of the most effective and rehearsal was excellent. My mistake 
I feel there is a dangerous movement popula~ forms of birth control wa·s in not having the ability to foresee 
in America today. It's a movemeryt to available: I believe if this avenue of that Ms. Elliott could not see the poten-. 
ban abortion and take away womens '. birth control is, closed, unplanned tial of a show fr~m a rehearsal. She 
personal freedom. Freedom is based on pregnancies will increase and women obviously has very limited experience 
the right to· choose. In this country we will have no safe and acceptable alter- in the theater; otherwise, she. would 
defend each . individual 's right to natives. know that in two days time a show can 
freedom of speech, and freedom of I agree that abortion is an ugly. acquire all the "polish" that she said it 
religion, but now we are turning our - procedure that raises ugly moral lacked. 
. having a feud over the publishing of 
the newsletter,Escape, that you have 
found a way to get back at the Student 
Center? That wouldn't be possible 
would it? For the benefit of your 
readers, the publishing of the Escape 
was mainly instigated because of the 
indifference of theFuture to personally 
have a strong feeling that Ms. Elliott 
may be holding a grudge against the 
Student Center. If that is so, slie should 
take it out on the administrators of the 
· Student Center and not on the people 
·who have worked so hard on 
.. Promises, Promises" nightly Monday-
Fri<lay since January 5! 
backs on the freedom of personal issues. But eliminating abortion isn't I would like to make several ad-
choice. . going to eliminate what motivates ditional points. First, Ms. Elliott only 
The fact that· it has become accep- women to have abortions. The only r(;'viewed the first act. She left at in-
table for our government to tell women thing it will accomplish effectively i.s termission beca.use she had to "meet 
that any pregnancy must be allowed to the abolishing of each woman's right her deadline." Thus, she wasn't able to 
continue and what methods they may to decide her own destiny. I urge any review two major characters--Marge 
use for birth control is somehow un- one who cares about personal freedom MacDougall and Dr. Dreyfuss. Secon-
believable. No exceptions · would be to speak out and write your dly, Ms. Elliott can't even keep track of 
made in the case of rape, incest, or in- congressmen. If you sit back and say it the players with a program in front of 
In summary, I hav·e three im-
pressions regarding Ms. Elliott's 
reyiew·. And these can be summed up 
.. i.n her own words--" shoddy", "needs 
· polish, polish" and she needs "prac-
tice, practice, practice" in the art of 
thea trica-1 reviewing. 
stances of the mother's health. This _ can't happen, it will. - her. Tom Harrow is incorrectly iden- Kenneth D. Lawson, 
Director "Promises, Promises" amendment would ban the· use of the Dorothy Dionne tified as a "wayward executive" in- the , . l 
. t 
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KAZARIAN BEATS THE PRICE! 
by Stad Bienvenu 
"IF·YOU'RE UNDER 25; if you own a van or a pick-up, 
or if you just need immediate minimum Auto or Truck In-
surance coverage-you need to call me." 
RALPH KAZARIAN 
Yes, according to Ralph Ka~arian, 
"You may be paying too much for your 
Auto Insurance ... " . 
Mr. Kazarian is fully aware that we: 
as drivers, are tired of reading deceptive 
ads about how we can beat the high 
cost of our auto msurance, but there is 
something definite that . sets · him 
apart-specialization. He's an unusual 
man in his line of business, for he is 
willing to give hard-luck YOUNG 
DJUVERS a more-than-fair deal on· 
their auto or truck insurance. 
"I feel that young people, in many 
cases, are unjustifiably charged high 
rates, and I know that many may be 
short on cash. That's why monthly 
payments are our specialty. Further-
more, there are a large number of 
drivers under 25 that are paying high 
rates due simply to their age; others are 
pehalized because of their personal 
~~.,..~,..6'tt---~~G"W,.~~ 
~ Millie's Pi33a Dinette j 
~ ~~~ A.~ . 0~ ~~~2 
Z ~~~~er ~.r 5 
~ OPEN SUN.•THUR 10-9 94 7 N. SEMO!li\N, ORLANDO 2. 
z FRI. & SA"'t. 10-10 . (ZAYRE PLAZA) s 
'-'9..-""'~~~~·~e..I·~~ 
L 
tastes in automobiles. Finally, customers who neeci 
minimum insurance coverage are turned away reapeatedly. 
To overcome these situations is my whole reason for being 
in business." 
Yes, this all sounds. quite promising, but just how can 
Ralph Kazarian afford to offer a truly better price to you 
and me? 
"I've shopped for years to find companies who offer the 
best possible rates for my particular customers. As a result, I 
broker business with 30-3 5 Auto, Truck, Motorcycle, Motor 
Club, Mobile Home & Motor Home companies that target 
their effort to my particular customers. This allows me to 
give my customers the insurance they need at the price they 
want to pay." 
And Mr. Kazarian has proved himself to be quite suc-
cessful in his a pp roach. After 15 years 'in the business, he's 
established himself as · an institution within the auto and 
truck insurance business in Florida. 
To prove his ambition and determination he's opened 
eleven offices in the last two years in the Central Florida· 
area--in addition to '. his Orlando office which is located in 
the Bright-BLUE Building at · the comer of Mills and 
Colonial (898-2454). 
There are tw·o additional Ralph Kazarian offices located 
in the Orlando.Sanford area: Altamonte Springs (834-2454) 
and Sanford {323-2454). . · 
So ... if you're really interested in finding out how to get 
the insurance you need ... at the price you want to pay-stop 
by one of Ralph Kazarian's offices. 
8p.m~ 
Channel24 
11510 East Colonial Drive 
Orlando, Florida 32817 =- · .J 
Feb.23, 
Pd. Adv. 




The Scientific Approach To Hair 
UNIVERSITY SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER PHONE: 671-HAIR. 
TAPING SESSIONS . 
FREE AUDIENCE TICKETS 
AVAILABLE AT 
CENTRALIZED SERVICES & 
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Call 273-2300 for details 
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The, New Dixie Zing. Kings · . 
'/\(ill keep ttE Knights rollicking with the t:Est Mardi Gras festivities outside 
I 
New Orleans! And it's all at Florida Festival of course! 
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